
Re: Proposed Covid-19 Vaccine/Immunity Passports 

As your constituent, I would like to raise my serious concerns and objections to the proposed 
introduction of Covid-19 Vaccine Passports, also referred to as Immunity Passports. 

The rollout of Covid-19 vaccines has led to proposals for the introduction of Vaccine Passports 
from both the public and private sector, in a bid to restart the travel and hospitality industries. 
This is a dangerous measure, which would effectively make the vaccine mandatory by 
default, due to unvaccinated individuals having restricted rights and access to certain venues, 
services or modes of transport that constitute normal life. 

I am alarmed by the UK Government’s vague and ambiguous rhetoric around Vaccine Passports, 
especially while other measures to contain the virus continue to severely restrict civil liberties.  
The government has freely created laws to remove our rights and freedoms in the name of Covid-19 
with little to no oversight from Parliament and continues to do so at an alarming rate.  

The campaign group Liberty recently stated, “Immunity passports would be an over-reach on our 
rights, while simultaneously failing to protect everyone or get us out of this pandemic”1. 

Save Our Rights, supported by the UK Medical Freedom Alliance and Lawyers for Liberty 
are campaigning for a Medical Freedom Bill2 to be brought into law to actively protect and 
preserve individual medical freedom and bodily autonomy and to ensure that no 
individual can be discriminated against, penalised or have restrictions imposed on them, based on 
their vaccine status.  As my MP, I request that you make a direct request in Parliament to consider 
and adopt legislation on this matter urgently.  

You can find more detailed and referenced information relating to the medical, legal, discriminatory, 
and international consequences of Vaccine/Immunity Passports in this Open Letter sent to 
Government and Ministers by the UK Medical Freedom Alliance and Lawyers for Liberty3.  I support 
their demand for a return to individual responsibility for our own health and agree that it is 
disproportionate and unnecessary to go down the route of further restrictions and loss of freedoms 
that a Vaccine/Immunity Passport would entail.  Vaccine Passports represent a dangerous path which 
has no place in a democratic and free society.  Please actively oppose this profoundly illiberal, 
undemocratic, and un-British policy.   

Yours Sincerely 

1 https://www.libertyhumanrights.org.uk/issue/libertys-view-on-immunity-passports/ 
2 https://saveourrights.uk/medical-freedom-bill/ 
3 https://uploads-
ssl.webflow.com/5fa5866942937a4d73918723/603caad00b9e8ad0692b0a58_UKMFA_L4L_Vaccine_Passports
_Main_Document.pdf 
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